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simple thing. It is made up of various elements blended in
various ways among different men. One element is the desire
to be able to exercise the constructive force, which a strong
man may find in himself, in conjunction with a large-scale
undertaking : another is the desire for that power in society
or, perhaps, in politics which great wealth confers : another
is the desire for fame or notoriety : another the desire for a
large income accruing without effort in later life : another
the desire for posthumous glory in dying very rich : another
mere inertia — inability to spend in consumption the whole of
a large income. All these motives are concerned only with
the lifetime of the man who contemplates saving under the
stress of them : the fact that after his death his fortune does
not also die is, so far as they are concerned, an irrelevant
accident. Alongside of them there is the desire to hand on
accumulated capital to his children after the accumulator's
death. This desire is most urgent when a family of young
children is being supported by a father out of a considerable
earned income backed by little property ; for the father
knows that, if he dies, his children will be very badly off, so
that each extra £ of property accumulated for them will
have a high marginal utility. In such a case even a man
who cared little for his children's satisfaction as compared
with his own, might, nevertheless, be ready to give up many
£'s from his own consumption in order to provide even one £
for them. But the desire may also be strong where consider-
able heritable funds already exist, since these may have to
be divided among a number of children, and, even if this is
not so, the father may have ambitions to found a wealthy
family. When, however, a man stands possessed of an estate
which is already very large, he can hardly desire to increase
it still further for the sake of his children, and he may even
reflect that too large an inheritance is likely to prove injurious
to them. On the other hand, a man who is, and expects to
remain, childless may still desire, though perhaps not very
keenly, to have property at his death to leave to relatives,
Mends, or public objects in which he is interested.
§ 8. Death duties and taxes upon investment income alike
are exactly equivalent to their lump-sum counterparts in the
amount of money that they take from those who have to pay
them. Consequently, the effects of both are the same as
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